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2012-1-2 09:08 uploads and downloads attachments (73.49, KB) in 2011 we saw a lot of training shoes, but most of them were
indoor training. And this time we see this Nike Air Compete TR II, from the appearance of it, we can easily see that it brings a lot of
outdoor feeling. This figure is similar to what we see in Huarache. The shoes are made of black, turned leather, joined with a gray and
black combination of interior boots designed to provide greater comfort. But there are also differences between the black midsole
and the outsole. The heel part joins the AIR MAX technology to strengthen the shock absorption and elasticity of the outdoors. The
overall color is rather cold, and the configuration is quite close to high-end technology. This section is now on sale at the Nike store
online store for $75, and a favorite friend can take care of it.

: as the first fall of this winter, Air Jordan 13 will debut, this pair of "3M" reflective material to create shoes uppers, 

will meet with you at the beginning of next month. The overall use of gray and black based tone, red modified detail part, but let the
original 

this low-key color matching flash flash is the "3M" reflective upper. When the initial release of spy has so many friends 

can't calm down. As the selling date approaches, I'm sure more friends will like this pair of "reflective" pandas". Air Jordan 13
"Reflective" item: 696298-023 

estimated release date: 10/04/14
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